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Introduction

• Agricultural reforms in late ’80s and liberalization policies

• Globalization: (a) improving own agrarian sector

(b) importing cheap imports from developed countries

• South Asian countries: Agriculture  Labor-intensive sector

• Technological rigidities in staple crops

• Subsidies in cash crops

• Nepal  70% of population in agriculture  33% of GDP  18-20% cultivable land
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Introduction, cont’d
• Crop diversification  risk-averse strategy

• Crop diversification in: (a) cash crops

(b) staple crops

1. Farm-level income ↑

2. Employment ↑

3. Biodiversity loss ↓

(Pingali and Rosegrant, 1995; Ramesh Chand, 1996; Ryan and Spencer, 2001)

• Crop biodiversity  fundamental to ensure food security (Khoury et al., 2014)

• 70-100 % of excess demand for food by 2050 (FAO)
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Introduction, cont’d
• Smallholder famers  very reluctant to adopt new technology

 traditional practices

• Crop diversification in:  (a) cash crops – subsidies are here!

(b) staple crops – price supports mainly!

• Promotion of labor-substituting technologies

• Farm-level input subsidies

• Micro-credit opportunities 

• Agronomical knowledge 
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Quick Literature Review

• Theoretical models of a representative farmer’s decision in:

(a) adopting hybrid seeds

(b) adopting advanced technology

(c) crop diversification 

• Feder and Slade (1984): human capital model with land constraints

• Isham (2002): importance of social capital as well as a decision variable

• Ghandim and Pannell (1999): ‘learning by doing’

• Leathers and Quiggin (1991): nature of risks  hedging against uncertainty  crop diversification

• De Falco and Perrings (2005): dynamic optimization  risk-averse farmers’ attitudes
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Adding any Δ to literature?
• Linking agricultural extension services directly to farmers’ decisions

• Access to:  (a) extension services

(b) agro-vets

(c) agro-markets

• There might be an indirect linkage: 

- Agricultural extension services  agronomical knowledge  farmers’ agricultural decisions

• Most common techniques  ‘decision’ as a latent variable

• Croppenstedt and Demeke (1996): ‘decision’ as a selection variable

• Doss and Morris (2001): 2-stage model of fertilizer and maize variety adoption
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Data
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Figure 1: NSAF Baseline Survey Districts

Note: Red colored ones are the survey districts

Source: NSAF Baseline Survey, Preliminary Draft



Data, cont’d
• Nepal Seed and Fertilizer (NSAF) Baseline data , 2016

• NSAF is a 5 years (2016-2021) project funded through USAID’s Feed the Future program

• Aims:  (a) improving seed and fertilizer value chains in ZOI (20 districts)  5 earthquake affected districts

(b) improving agricultural capacity of both public and private  sectors

(c) extending agronomical knowledge 

(d) 6 target crops: rice, maize, lentil, tomato, cauliflower, and onion

(e) 25 NSAF districts 

• Our data has 13 districts including 2 earthquake affected ones  600 HHS, 95 Agro-vets, 10 seed 
companies, 13 Agro-development offices

• 1,932 individual farmers
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Data, cont’d
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Data, cont’d
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Methodology
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The instrumental variable approach with additive two-step GMM and probit also have been used to 

get some preliminary ideas.  



Empirical Results
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Empirical Results, cont’d
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Empirical Results, cont’d
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Conclusion and Policy Perspectives
• Agronomical knowledge  significant and positive effects on farmers’ decisions

• Agro-extension services play pivotal role

• (a) Availability of seeds and fertilizers and (b) Affordability of seeds and fertilizers

• (a) and (b) sometimes are intertwined with eco-political conditions

• Certain price support policies are climate specific

• Bringing in more projects like NSAF, land reforms e.g. Operation Barga, issues of migration, 
female farmers, micro-credit opportunities
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Thanks! 
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